CANCER IN WOMAN'S BREAST always begins a small lump as this and always poisons deep glands in the armpit and kills quickly.

I WILL GIVE $1000 IF I FAIL TO CURE any CANCER or TUMOR I treat before it poisons bone or deep glands.

SURE PAINLESS PLASTER CURE

Many work every day lose no sleep nights.

Pay When Cured
Written GUARANTEE

Cancer never pains until it poisons deep.

100-Page Book sent free; testimonials of thousands cured.

WRITE TO SOME CANCER OF THE BREAST, LIP, FACE or body always begins a small tumor, lump or sore full of poison and certain death. I swear we have cured 10,000 cancers and refuse thousands dying!—scared too late. Write to DR. & MRS. DR. CHAMLEE & CO. for the BOOK DR. HURFORD—2 lady assistants.

AB 36 WEST RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO, ILL. This May SAVE A LIFE; Send It Home.